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Markus Wanger,,,Much More", 3-D-Structuralism,
oil and mixed media on canvas. 20 x 20 cm. 2004.

Markus Wanger, ,,Sky" , 3-D-Structuralism, oil
and mixed media on canvas, 20 x 20 cm, 2004.
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Markus Wanger, ,,Killing Me Softly", 3-D-Structuralism,
oil and mixed media on canvas, 100 x 140 cm. 2004.
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Markus Wanger,,,New York", 3-D-Structuralism,
oil and mixed media on wood, 21 x 29 cm, 2004.
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Markus Wanger,,,AIien", 3-D-Structuralism,
oil and mixed media on canvas, 24 x 1B cm, 2004.
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Markus Wanger,
,,Desire",
3-D-Structuralism,
oil and mixed media on
canvas, 20 x 20 cm,
2004.
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What is claimed is:
I " A process for making three-dimensional
images, the process comprising:
. applying a structural mass to at least a portion of
a picture carrier to $eale a three-dimensional
motif,
. applyrng a coating having at least a first color
and a second color to the structural mass and the
picture carrier to create a colored pattern, the
colored pattern being different from the three-
dimensional mot(
. shaping the coating by manual manipulation to
create thin portions of the coating and thick por-
tions of the coating corresponding to the motif,
the thin portions of the coating differing in
appeuuTce from the thick portions 0f the coating
to highlight the motif such that the motif and the
colored pattern are both visible to a viewer.
*- A three-dimensional structural image made
using the process as claimed in claim l, whereby
the three-dimensional structural image creates
a three-dimensional effect.
3, The process as claimed in claim l, further
comprising first preparing one of a sketch or
a diagram on the picture canier and, wherein
applyng the structural mass comprises applylng
the structural mös to at least a portion of the one
of a sketch and n diagran, whereby the motif has

a three-dimensional structure corresponding
to the one of a sketch and a diagram.
4. The process as claimed in claim 1, wherein
applyng the coating comprises applying at least
two different colors and,/or pignents to the struc-
tural mass and picture carier, and wherein the
two different colors and./or pigments are atleast
partially mixed together on the carrier itself.
S" The process as claimed in claim l, wherein
applying a structural mass comprises creating
a surface having a plurality of raised edges and
troughs, and wherein appllrng the coating com-
prises applying a mixfure of the first color and the
second color to the structural mass and the pic-
ture caffier, the portion of the mixture applied to
the troughs having a first thickness and the por-
tion of the mixture applied to the raised edges
hn{ng a second thickness less than the first thick-
ness, the coating having the first thickness being
concentrated and accordingly darker than the
coating having the second thickness.
6, The process as claimed in claim 1, further
comprising applying a varnish to the structural
image and the colored coating t0 serve as W pro-
tection.
7. The process as claimed in claim 1, further
comprising applying one of a single-color and
a multi-color undercoat to the picture carrier,
then applying one of a sketch and a diagram to the
undercoat, prior to app\ing the structural mass.

&" An image produced according to the process
claimed in claim 1 wherein the structural mass
creates an impressionistic image and the colored
coating creates an expressionistic image.
9" A process for producing an image, comprising:
. providing a picture carrier,
. applying indicia üo the picture carrier
. applylng a structural mass to the picture carrier
t0 create a motif having a three-dimensional struc-
ture corresponding to the indicia,
. applying a colored coating to the picture carrier,
the colored coating having apattem distinct from
the motif,
'manipulating the colored coating t0 create areas
of varying thickness corresponding to the motif
such that the motif and pattem Ne separately visi-
ble to the viewer.
* ü, The process of claim !, further comprising
treating the picture carrier prior to applying the
indicia thereto.
{ { " The process of claim ! wherein applying the
colored coating comprises one of shaking, rinsing
and skimming the colored coating.
{ 2. The process of claim 9 ntrerein manipulating
the colored coating comprises shaping the col-
ored coating with a tool.

Description

The present invention relates to a production
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Markus Wanger, "Couple", 3-D-Structuralism, oil
and mixed media on canvas,20 x 80 cm,2004.
llf*rlrus W a n g * r,,, !3 a ra ", t r*jwy m i a r*wy * b r a z
strukturalny, *le.j na p{&tni*, 2ü x E8 enz, 2ü$4.

process for structured coloured motifs, and may
be designated as J-D image painting.

The obiect of the invention is to develop a process,
wherein various directions in style, such as
lmpressionism and Expressionism, can be inter-
connected by means of a special technique, and
which can then be designated In effect as 3-D
structuralism (3-D Image). The novelty of this
technique accordingly lies in the result (3-D struc-
turalism) of the combining of different techniques
into a new unit of way of representing form of
expression.

Accordingly, the present invention relates to a pro-
duction process for 3-D structural images, charac-
terised in that a structural mass is applied to an
untreated or treated picture carrier to which
colour is applied in a liquid form, for example
(dissolved in turpentine) or in a pulverulent
or granular form by means of a shaking, rinsing
or skimming technique, whereby the coating of
colour is shaped by use of mechanicaVlechnicd.
aids and the corresponding colour coating is
applied by use of different colours in order to
form a planned motif through the given structure
by way of this technique, which is treated by appli-
cation of colour in such a way that the desired 3-D
structural effect results.
ln detail, a picture carier a) according to the pre-
sent invention is prepared preferably with a
primer in accordance with a known method.
Examples of suitable picture carriers are fabrics
such as canvas, linen or cotton, as well as materi-
als such as wood, paper, cardboard, stone, clay
(raw or fired), metal, porcelain and the like.
The result thereof is a primed picture carrier b)
which prevents the absorption of colour on pic-
ture carrier a). Another possibility is to use a
primed picture carrier b) from the beginning.
The untreated picture carrier b) or pre{reated as
above, preferably primed in white, can then be
provided with a completely or partially graphical
picture, or with ur lhstrlct motif. This is achieved
by means of, for instance, chalk, charcoal, pencil
and the like.

&rsss*retererxc*
&* rs8a*ed appXicatisn
This application claims priority from Switzerland
Application No. 1998 0798/98, filed Apr. 2, 1995.

Yws&xrx&caX fXeXd
The present invention relates to a production
process for structured colored motifs, and may be
designated as 3-D image painting.

Kxekgrwxxmd
Ef *&ae äxxwesa*Xwrx
The object of the invention is to develop a process,
wherein various directions in style, such as
Impressionism and Expressionism, can be inter-
connected by means of a special technique, and
which can then be designated in effect as 3-D
structuralism (3-D image). The novelty of this
technique accordingly lies in the result (3-D struc-
turalism) of the combining of different techniques
into a new unit of way of representing form of
expression.

Saxxwmarp
sf *&xe *rxverx**srx
Accordingly, the present invention relates to a pro-
duction process for 3-D structural images, charac-
Ieized n that a structural mass is applied to an
untreated or treated picture carrier to which color
is applied in a liquid form, for example (dissolved
in turpentine) or in a pulverulent or granular
form by means of a shaking, rinsing or skimming
technique, whereby the coating of color is shaped
by use of mechanicol/techncal aids and the corre-
sponding color coating is applied by use of differ-
ent colors in order to form a planned motif
through the given structure by way of this tech-
nique, which is treated by application of color in
such a way that the desired 3-D structural effect
results.

&e*aä*ed descrXp&&*m
sS *ke äX*sxs*ra*ed
sssxk*d&*xxem*

In detail, best illustrated in FIG. l, a picture carri-
er I according to an embodiment of the present
invention is prepared preferably with a primer 2
in accordance with a known method.

Examples of suitable picfure caffiers I are fabrics
such as canvas, linen or cotton, as well as materi-
als such as wood, papet, cardboud, stone, clay
(raw or fired), metal, porcelain and the like.

Ihe result thereof is a primed picture carrier I and
2 which prevents the absorption of color on picture
carr1rer l. Another possibility is to use a primed pic-
ture carrier I and 2 from the beginning.

The untreated picture carrier I or pre{reated as
above, preferably primed in white, can then be
provided with a completely or partially graphical
sketch or picture 4, or with an abstract motif This
is achieved by means of, for instance, chalk, char-
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1. a picture carrier
2. an undercoating materia
3. the layer of undercoat
4. the motif (sketch)
5. the structural mass
6. the color layer
7. the transparent or slighfly
tinted finishing layer of varnish

A cross-sectlo nal view of a 3'dimensionat image according to one embodiment of the present invention.
Prxekr*i prsprz*czny tr5iwyrxt*rowegr* r:brazu uzyskar?sss ps z;?sfssou/är?i{; preäenfswamsj rfi€fody.

A partiaily completed 3-dimensionat image at one step
rn fheprocess ofthe present invention.
CzpSciowo ukoltczony tr5jwymiarawy abraz us pier-
wszym etap i e stoscwania pre"renf*waree; rnefody.

A partially completed 3-dimensional image at another
step in the process of the present invention.
Czg;icftrwo wkoüczany frsjwyrniäreeyy *brac ur frakcr{:
,r**fejnego efa;:u sfcs*ri';ania prezenfowanej mefody"

coal, pencil and the like. This picture 4 can be, for
example, an architectonic representation, but also
may be any other completely or partially graphical
or abstract representation. The result is a graphi-
cal sketch on an untreated or primed picture car-
rier I (Priming coat).
A structural mass 5 is applied to completely or par-
tially cover this graphical sketch 4, in such a way
that the fundamental structures of the picture are
applied or trowelled on by use of graphicd sketch.

The structural mös 5 can be a trowelled mass, for
example, such as a structural paste, acrylic resin,
plaster or clay, or in the case of metal as picture
carrier it can be soldering lead or similar. The
coating is applied either by hand or by means of
a tool such as scraper, trowel, knife, brush and
the like, or directly by tube.
The result thereof is a three-dimensional structure
with troughs and above all with corresponding
raised edges. During the procedure new motifs

can be used, over and above the sketch, in free
choice. The motifs applied to the untreated or
treated picture carriers I and the structures of the
structural mass 5 can also permit retouching,
painting over and retrowelling, and can be com-
pleted by this process.
A semi-graphical painting is thus achieved which
not only displays a plastic 3-D structural effect in
relief, but also results in the picture becoming
alienated and having an abstract effect.
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Markus Wanger,,,Fly", 3-D-Structuralism,
oil and mixed media on canvas,20 x 20 cm, 2004.
lb'f a rk u s W a n g e r,,,  Ädr*clt* ", {röjwy nt ! a raw y a b ra z
strukturalny, oJej i fechndai mreszane na pfdfnfe,
äü x ?S am, 2üü4.

It is of fundamental importance to always illustrate
edge lines of the motif by means of the structural
mass 5, so that shapes, raised sections and
troughs result.
The spatial, three-dimensional effect is created by
the selected structures.
The edges delimiting the individual parts of the
motif form heights and depths and are as such
important to further treatment of the image.
An impressive effect of the image is given by the
abstracting of the graphical illustration.
Consequently, in a fuither step, color 6 is applied
to the image by way of pigments, if required. The
importance here is that this color 6 or pigment
adheres well both to the untreated or
primed,/treated picture carier I and to the struc-
tural mass 5, and also that the various colors 6
and pigments which are applied intermingle at
least partially.
The used colors 6 are mostly shaken, rinsed
andlor skimmed with corresponding diluting
agents or solvents so that they can be thoroughly
mixed in. As generally understood in the aft, rins-
ing means to shake drops of solution off of
a medium, such as glass, and skimming means
removing solution using a tool, such as a spoon.
The color(s) 6 or pigments are applied by shak-
ing, rinsing andlor kimming techniques.
The applied color 6 may be, for example, an oil
color, a synthetic resin lacquer, an acrylic color
or an emulsion paint.
The result of the selection of different colors 6,
which flow and merge into one another, is expres-
sive images which already have an effect.
Additional structures and alienation effects can be
achieved by application of more coloring agents,
or solvents, pigments, water or diluting agents.
The coior 6 or color mixture collects in the deep-
est parts of the applied structure into a thicker,

concentrated and accordingly darker and brighter
color coating, and forms a thinner color coating
on the embossed structural points away from
which the color is flowing.
The result of this is 3-D strucrural images in con-
nection with the structure applied to the picture
carrier l.
The uppermost paint layer 6 is applied preferably
in the manner of abstract Expressionism. Other
styles are also feasible. tyng beneath this upper-
most paint layer is the structure which is per-
ceived as an independent motif This was previous-
ly applied to the priming coat or preferably direct-
ly to the undercoat.
Additional effects can be achieved through the
selective use of other techniques or the repetition
of the same technique, the application of paint
sprays, the use of different solvents, direct sprin-
kling or miring of pigments.
As a finishing treatment a transparent or slightly
tinted layer ofvarnish 7 canbe applied, which can
sene as W protection on the one hand, but which
also can result in a more matt or shinier image.
The result is an expressive piece of art having an
impressionistic, realistic effect, as well as a par-
tially abstract three-dimensional effect, which can
be described as a 3-D structural image.
It was not foreseen with this novel technique of the
application ofthe structural mass 5 in conjunction
with the color 6 coating applied thereon that an
effect would be achieved which allows the illus-
trated image t0 appear three-dimensional with
deep action which on the one hand offer the
observer magnificent color compositions, and on
the other hand offer structures varying from the
graphical to the abstract. The composition of the
color 6 may evoke varying moods in the observer.
Vhereas yellow, blue and red, for instance, indi-
cale clear states, mi\ed colors leave space on both

Markus Wanger,,,Fish', 3-D-Structuralism, oil
and mixed media on canvas, 20 x 20 cm, 2004.
f& arkus l,,1y'angrer,,,f?.ylsa", trö,jwyrn iar*wy abraz
strukturalny, alej i teekniki miessane na p!ötni*,
28 x 2$ crvt, 2üüt&.

sides. Color and form possess inherent dyramics.
Through the color the structure can be experi-
enced, or the color can be observed in isolation as
an image composition. Only through the blending
of color and structure through the observer does
the overall work become a three-dimensional
expenence.

In FIG. 1, which illustrates one embodiment 0f the
present invention, the reference numbers have the
following definitions:
1) designates an untreated picture carrier, which,
2) is treated with an undercoating matefial,
3) is *re layer of undercoat,
4) illustrates the motif (sketch).
5) The structural mass lies direcdy on the motif (4),
6) illustrates the color layer,
7) also illustrates the transparent or slightly tinted
fi nishing layer of varnish.
Layers I to 4 correspond to the treated picture
cmier nndlwers 5 to 7 produce the 3-D structur-
al image.

FIG. 2 illustrates a picture on which an untreated
picture carrier was treated with an undercoating
material followed with a priming coat and sketch
(step I to 4 of the schematic presentation).

FIG. 3 illustrates a picture on which additionally to
the picture of the presentation A the structural
mass was applied (step 1 to 5 of the schematic
presentation).
From the foregoing it will be appreciated that,
although specific embodiments of the invention
have been described herein for purposes of illus-
tration, various modifications may be made with-
out deviating from the spirit and scope of the
invention. Accordingly, the invention is not limited
exceptas bythe appendedclaims. ä
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Markus Wanger, ,,Altea-Spain", 3-D-Structuralism, oil and mixed media on canvas, 80 x 60 cm, 2000.
M*rJ<e;s Wangar,,,,4l8ea-Sp*l*t", tröjwymiaravty *&raz sfrerJtfuralny, *l*j i **c&n!r{r rN?ieszafie rta plötnie. 80 x 6ß sm, Z*ü0.

Abstract
Production process for 3-D structural images,
wherein a structural mass is first applied to an
untreated or treated picture carrier, giving rise to
a, character in relief, after which color and other
c0lors, solvents, pigments, water 0r diluting
agents, if required, are applied by shaking, rinsing
and skimming techniques, resulting in an arl work
(3-D structural image) having a realistic effect
from the graphic to the abstract, which exhibits at
the same time both an expressionistic and an
impressionistic effect.

l&q&x{us Waxc;sä{.
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